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When the Puritans reached the shores of the New World, they sought a place where their 

devotion and austerity could take root unimpeded.  They embarked on this journey across the 

Atlantic in search of religious freedom after condemning the corrupt ways of the Catholic 

Church and the slow-moving reform of the Anglican Church.  The New World offered an 

unadulterated expanse of wilderness free of entrenched corruption: a world to be tamed and 

carved into a beacon of worship and pious work.  However, the free-reign afforded by this blank 

slate invited exploitation, as the men assigned to oversee it proved to be just as hypocritical and 

nefarious as the leaders they left behind.  As part of this quickly-corrupted fledgling society and 

in the promotion of their unforgiving religious principles, the Puritans came to place great value 

on public image.  The emphasis on appearance created an unrealistic expectation of purity, which 

forced a worshipper to divide himself into a seemingly selfless saint hiding his sinful 

imperfections on the inside (Maxwell 2).  The problematic implications and duality of Puritan 

life provide the backdrop for Nathaniel Hawthorne’s novel, The Scarlet Letter . 

Although the main story is set in Puritan times, Hawthorne composed his novel during 

the Romantic era, providing an interesting juxtaposition between religious and natural piety. 

Hawthorne accounts for this temporal distance by structuring his story within a frame; the 

novel’s opening “Custom House” essay establishes the narrator as a surveyor exploring artifacts 



 

left behind by the main characters, which adds an additional layer of perspective to the narrative. 

The surveyor tells the story of Hester Prynne and her journey from abandoned wife to outcasted 

adulterer to humble martyr.  While navigating relationships with both her miraculously returned 

husband and her partner in passionate adultery, Hester is exiled to a life of atonement with the 

two embodiments of her sin: the scarlet letter “A” on her chest and her infant daughter.  As 

demonstrated by Hester’s transformation, her alienation proves to be the only remedy for the 

hypocritical duality that plagues Puritan society. 

Hawthorne exemplifies this dual nature in the various spheres that exist within the 

Puritan world, both physical and abstract.  Not only do characters hide from the scathing 

judgment of others by retreating to natural shelters like the forest and the beach, but they also 

retreat within themselves and grapple with their unutterable sins.  These hiding places contrast 

with the inescapable scrutiny of the town square and its scaffold to reiterate Hawthorne’s 

portrayal of the innate desire to appear pure to others while masking internal flaws.  By attaching 

symbolic significance to the locations in and around the novel’s town, Hawthorne depicts the 

stark contrast between public and private life in Puritan New England.  These two realms 

highlight Hawthorne’s central commentary that true purity can only be achieved through the 

self-reflection and altruistic, hard work that accompany isolation. 


